Despite major accomplishments of the modern era, the protection of women, children, and the environment remain vulnerable. In response, there has been increasing growth of social justice protests that use social media to express the need for social change. This article provides a discussion of the rise of several social movements and their attempts to address issues of injustice, particularly focusing on sexual violence and environmental destruction. The increased use of social media prompted a global response, within the context of popular culture, which was then followed by mainstream news coverage of the protests. This technological shift in news sharing promoted increased awareness about issues of sexual violence and environmental destruction. The lasting impact, however, is unknown. Yet there may be links between current social justice movements and Riane Eisler's Cultural Transformation Theory that could foster social change. This article formulates a more direct connection between social movements and Eisler's Cultural Transformation Theory in a manner that intentionally urges progressive social justice groups to understand and move toward partnership in general, and specifically toward a cultural transformation that protects the environment and eliminates violence against women and children.
rings have recently expanded exponentially, apparently connected to migratory patterns (UNODC, 2016) . Families fleeing unstable political or economic conditions find their children most vulnerable to abduction and sexual violence. Seventy-nine percent of these victims are women and children. In just two years, between 2014 and 2016, more than five hundred "flows" or sex trafficking routes have been identified that include citizens from 137 different countries (UNDOC, 2016) . While sexual exploitation and forced labor remain the most common forms of trafficking, other types include forced begging, sham marriages, pornography, and the shameless act of organ removal (UNICEF, 2016) .
Far too often, the crisis of childhood violence is repeatedly dismissed by social standards, and defined as random acts perpetrated by individuals who abuse only certain women or specific children. This belief justifies a societal norm that ultimately places greater responsibility on the victims to defend and protect themselves than on the perpetrators to stop abusing. The normalization of violence manifests a covert undertone of blame and responsibility that is strategically assigned to those who are most victimized. Victims are, therefore, held responsible for the victimization they endure.
While violent acts are committed against anyone or any group of people, domestic and sexual violence is consistently targeted at women and children, or anyone emulating Interdisciplinary Journal of Partnership Studies, Vol. 5 [2018] , Iss. 1, Article 1.
https://doi.org/10.24926/ijps.v5i1.1119 4 feminine traits (i.e., the perception of feminine features or vulnerabilities that are viewed as weaknesses, regardless of gender identity). Violence against women and children is systemically driven to maintain a culturally-based status quo that benefits a few by oppressing the masses, whether or not the beneficiaries are aware of the fact.
Those who benefit furnish the fuel that maintains a system of domination (AdkisonStevens, et al., 2015) . Despite an unprecedented surge in emerging research that links childhood victimization to lingering neurological, physical, and emotional damage, the epidemic of domestic and sexual violence against children remains ingrained in a vast array of social, legal, institutional, and cultural norms that define violence as situational and an innate characteristic of the human condition. This results in a population numbed to the enormous prevalence of completely preventable violence.
Today's culture reinforces desensitization to abuse by maintaining language that justifies violent interactions. Let's take a look at a few examples -we have killer thoughts, or we take a shot at new ideas; we are brutally honest when we pick our battles; we kill time waiting for the punch line, and get away with murder when the joke bombs; we bite the bullet to prevent something blowing up in our faces; we have a blast talking about the guy who went ballistic when he learned he'd knocked up his girlfriend who was drop dead gorgeous; we pride ourselves on shooting from the hip or rolling with the punches, and we take the well-beaten path to soften the blow, even though it may break our hearts; when push comes to shove, we shoot ourselves in the foot because of a hair trigger temper that explodes when we are at the end of our rope; we rally the troops before bringing out the big guns to target those who are gunning for trouble and shooting holes in an argument; as long as we are armed with the facts, we can set our sights on the prize, resolved to combat violence.
Imagine the transformation that could occur with the simple act of eliminating the use of violence-derived terms interspersed throughout our everyday conversations. Violence breaks our sense of wholeness (Listenbee & Torre, 2012) because survivors spend enormous amounts of time simultaneously recovering from abuse and protecting themselves from future violence. This is particularly true for child survivors. If the frame used to explain victimization is based on socially accepted abuse (corporal punishment, shame, blame, denial of harm, etc.), then patterns of oppression overshadow other possible responses, and violence becomes normalized, assumed, and invisible (Pharr, 1988) .
Personal stories, however, have the power to shake up and awaken persistent denial and expose the existence of an enormous, socially-constructed network of injustice.
Violence, or the threat of violence, holds in check a system of inequalities that are justified by cultural values, beliefs, and morals that relegate the human story to a framework of exploitation, power, and oppression (McIntosh, 1989) . This sociallyconstructed dimension of humanity emits a historical perception that violence is innate to all beings. Fortunately, there is growing evidence of a different social construction that tells an acutely alternative story. Social justice movements -like domestic violence shelter movements, the civil rights movement before that, and the evolution of the women's movement -were bolstered by the underpinnings of personal stories detailing oppression and providing clear rationale for social change. These and other seemingly small steps forward provide bits of insight about the power of narrative as an affirming tactic to challenge social injustice. Speaking up and speaking out about injustice is an act of transformation.
RELATIONSHIPS: THE FOUNDATION OF SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
Dr. Riane Eisler is a social scientist, historian, and human rights activist who spent much of her life researching, examining, and documenting what she references a fullspectrum of human history (Eisler, 2007) ). She began by observing the absence of women in the field of researcher, and then noted their invisibility in the research, assigned feminine attributes of sensitivity, caring, and kindness (Eisler, 1987 (Eisler, , 2002 (Eisler, , 2003 (Eisler, , 2007 (Eisler, , 2016 (Eisler, , 2017 (Yacka, 2017) in systems that operate from rigid, authoritarian rules.
Again, when feminine traits are devalued (often beginning at birth), the subjugation of women justifies and maintains control over the full range of other social, cultural, and personal differences. When women are oppressed, all oppressive acts can be justified (Pharr, 1988 (Eisler, 2010 (Eisler, , 2017 ).
Eisler provides clear evidence that, based on human history and basic neurology, we are capable of orienting more toward partnership and away from domination (Eisler, 2003) . This provides a glimmer of hope for today's world. We are not doomed to be violent. In actuality, we are hard-wired to care for one another (Frimoth, 2015) .
Violence is not a second-nature predestination. In fact, it takes tremendous neurological effort to learn to be violent. Then, it takes a colossal, yet essential, shift in thinking to re-learn and integrate partnership relationships into all aspects of how we live, work, and interact with the natural environment. Equitable relationships are the foundation of partnership systems.
IS SOCIAL ACTION CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION?
This is an interesting time to write an article about sexual violence. Today's media is filled with nearly continuous revelations of accusations from women who were sexually abused by powerful men. While disclosures of gender-specific sexual misconduct are not new to those who work with survivors, the notable differences are the recent response times to the allegations and the swift, punitive follow-up actions against those accused. Typically and historically, a sexual assault report takes an enormous amount of time to investigate and prosecute, if it even gets that far. A mere thirteen out of 1,000 sexual assault reports are sent to a prosecutor (Rape, Abuse and Incest National In August, 2017, popular singer-songwriter Taylor Swift sued and won a sexual assault court case against an ex-disc jockey for groping her during a photo shoot. The trial was followed closely by mainstream media, and ultimately, after she won the case, Swift was commended for testifying boldly and directly about the incident despite various attempts during court proceedings to discredit her allegations (BBC News, 2017) . In an interview following the court's decision, Swift stated that she wanted to speak out for all women who suffered from the deliberate attacks of sexual violence (BBC News,
2017).
Interdisciplinary Journal of Partnership Studies, Vol. 5 [2018] Also disturbing was the nomination of a U.S. presidential candidate who, in a heavily re-publicized 2005 interview, boasted about his actions of sexual assault against women, and then dismissed the conversation as "locker room talk" (Fahrenthold, 2016) .
The cultural disconnect between valuing women and using male entitlement to justify sexual violence was clearly present, whether or not one aligned with the candidate or his party affiliation.
At the same time, there was a substantial rise in social justice movements, such as Black Lives Matter, Say Her Name, and athlete Colin Kaepernick's campaign to take a knee during the national anthem to protest systemic racism. These social actions gained public attention and brought the ongoing issues of racial injustice to the forefront of social concerns. The protests challenged the concept of a post-racial era with powerful stories about commonplace racist injustices. Personal stories of grief and loss framed a social movement that demanded an end to racially motivated killings.
In 2011, the Occupy Movement began as a debate about the inequitable power of the wealthy few over the other 98 percent of the population. As the movement grew, their leadership began to weave other social inequities into the outrage about unjust distribution of wealth (Love, 2016) . While many of these particular social justice movements were not directly related to domestic or sexual violence, grassroots organizing efforts prompted increased attention to the intersectionality of all oppression. Street activism confronted economic inequities. Research that had been published in the 1990s by feminist scholars Kimberle Williams Crenshaw and Patricia
Hill Collins resurfaced to provide important connections between race, gender, and domestic violence (Crenshaw, 1994; Collins, 1990) . The research gave language to protesters and helped influence the evolving activism within the movement by emphasizing the links among all oppression. Stone Camp, Standing Rock, Sioux Nation, linked the issues of water protection, human dignity, and environmental protection in a statement to the public: "We are the river, and the river is us. We have no choice but to stand up" (Allard, 2016) . The camps Social and mainstream media covered the events, and when my rural hometown, with a population of 10,000, found itself among the international photo montage published in The New York Times (Miller, 2016) , community activists were filled with an overwhelming sense of connectedness and shared power. Collectively, we wondered (Eisler, 1987 , 1995 , 2003 , 2007 there is keen emphasis on the protection of those most vulnerable. This seemingly simple shift in perception fosters a holistic, operational system that functions best when social, cultural, and environmental needs are prioritized.
Cornerstone 1: Child and Family Relationships
The intentional support of children is, in all actuality, the methodological starting point for understanding the complexity and necessity of human caring. Raising children within partnership systems restructures the demands of power and control. Instead of using power over others, power represents collective actions that contribute to the greater good. No longer is power used to exert control over others, but rather, power becomes Love is understood as the heart of human evolution. Love embodies the power of universal unification. Caregiving and loving relationships are keys to successful cultural transformation. For social justice movements to move forward, the integration of the first cornerstone -honoring children and family relationships -is vital.
Cornerstone 2: Gender Equity
The second cornerstone necessitates gender equity. A full spectrum of gender identification represents our internal understanding of ourselves. Domination systems use binary differences (male or female) to establish rules about power, relationships, Personal gender identification extends beyond family affiliations into all other relationships. When the basis of self-knowledge and self-worth is imposed by rigid definitions of gender, then reliance on an internal locus of control is co-opted and replaced by an external definition of self (Rotter, 1966, pp.19-24) . Within systems of domination, boys are expected to excel, remain stoic, and protect others. Girls are taught to rely on boys to meet their needs. Individual relationships may shift and dance along the domination end of the continuum, but when push comes to shove, tradition demands that boys provide and girls receive. While gender inequity in systems of domination is focused on women, it is a disservice to everyone because it vastly limits our evolutional abilities to be truly and fully human. Fortunately, the inverse is also true. When equity is focused on women, everyone benefits. The status of women is a clear predictor of quality of life (Ghosh, 2014) , health, and well-being.
Gender equity, within the realm of partnership systems, negates the need to divide and control other human beings based purely on perceptions or justifications of differences.
Children are able to grow into their full potential and able to express their identity in innumerable ways without threatening the status quo. Kindness, compassion, and commitment to the well-being of others are key factors in developing a healthy internal locus of control devoid of the limitations of labels and divisions.
Eisler's first two cornerstones -child and family relationships, and gender equity -are crucial to all social justice movements because they radically transform definitions of power, equity, inclusion, and non-violence. Without the strength of these cornerstones firmly in place, justice stalls.
Cornerstone 3: A Caring Economy
The third cornerstone defines a new, inclusive vision of economics. Within the context of partnership systems, full-spectrum economics is a socially-constructed process that attends to the needs of humanity, while also promoting environmental stewardship as necessarily entwined with human existence. A stewardship economy exists, in large part, to enable lifelong care of all of humanity and the ecosystem. This devotion to humanity is not viewed as an extraneous expense, but rather as an investment in the future. Volunteer and household labor is as visible as paid labor. Volunteers and household caregivers are fundamental contributors to an economic system that values (Eisler, 2017) . When social justice movements understand real wealth, they gain solid, economic strength.
Cornerstone 4: Language and Narrative
Eisler's fourth and final cornerstone acknowledges the power of language and narrative.
Since words construe knowledge, the use of caring and inclusive communication helps design the reference points for stories, entertainment, and expression. Language can be expressed through many creative formats, such as music, the arts, and literature. In partnership systems, stories elaborate the complexities of our relationships with nature and with other cultures, and explores diverse belief systems without fear. Differences are more stimulating and less threatening because the sense of self is built on stories and values that detail shared goals and communal wisdom.
Interdisciplinary Journal of Partnership Studies, Vol. 5 [2018] The most compelling narrative found within Eisler's Cultural Transformation Theory is the inclusion of the whole story of human history. As described previously, this transformative narrative begins with archeological evidence that shows the existence of an often overlooked, pre-historical civilization that developed complex and successful societies. In the early Neolithic civilizations spanning several thousand years, humans developed highly integrated, equitable, artistic, and resourceful partnershipbased communities. Men and women worked together first to survive, but also to design and enjoy communities filled with music, dance, art, and sciences.
Acknowledging the full span of human history sets Eisler's fourth cornerstone into action. To forge a healthy future, we desperately need to know our full human story, including the past narrative of partnership civilizations. To survive the vast changes in today's world, partnership communities are most likely our destiny and greatest hope for sustainability. The full story of our humanity includes a comprehensive and integrated narrative that links past partnership societies with the goals of current social justice movements. The quest for social justice is strengthened by a complete historical narrative.
PARTNERSHIP AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
Eisler's Four Cornerstones are deliberately focused on social justice. Her work envisions a world that is transformed by embracing and instituting the ideals of partnershipmutual respect, care, trust, equity, and inclusion. Of course, some will view this as naive, or a fantasied, utopian dream. Eisler specifically counters the idea of utopia with the word pragmatopia, to define a possible or practical place for humans to live and interact (Eisler, 2013) . However, her knowledge is not limited to pragmatic thinking. The profound juxtaposition between caring and the elimination of child abuse or environmental destruction, is no less than a radical idea. A common rallying call for Although we are far from the goal, Eisler views the continuing need for social and progressive movements as a reflection of unfinished work, rather than failed attempts (Eisler, 2013) . A central element that can sustain the efforts of progressive movements is the ongoing integration of Eisler's Four Cornerstones into social movement strategies.
Partnership language forms partnership-based policies, partnership systems, and partnership-based institutions that support a caring shift from domination toward partnership. Enacting partnership is synonymous with establishing justice.
The word justice is linked, etymologically, with the concept of equity. Justice originates from the Latin word iustitia (Justice, n.d.) which translates as equity. Eisler clearly establishes equity as the essential baseline that empowers systems toward partnership and away from domination. Social configurations that value gender equity construct relationships that are more democratically organized, whether within families, cultures, or governing structures (Eisler, 2003 (Eisler, , 2007 (Eisler, , 2010 (Eisler, , 2016 (Eisler, , 2017 A partnership response is crucial to the unfolding news stories. The response needs to foster acts of accountability and responsibility, rather than punishment. Sexual abuse, environmental destruction, and racial injustice will not decrease if the only recourse involves punitive measures. Punishment re-establishes oppositional politics, which is, in fact, the domain of domination. Polarization generates a counter-story of revenge, dehumanization, and justified violence. Punitive reactions without thoughtful analysis inadvertently revert to patterns that maintain tactics of domination already at play in the system. Without a clear vision that incorporates the Four Cornerstones as points of transformation, social movements will be less likely to transform the culture. Despite the recent, undisputed wins for women, this will not transform a culture of violence because a win maintains a key domination ritual of declaring some people winners and others losers. Cultural transformation must hold people accountable for actions of harm, and maintain authority, without abusing power.
Interdisciplinary Journal of Partnership Studies, Vol. 5 [2018] Regardless of wins or successes, surely there will be a backlash against women, because systems of domination are threatened by the mere suggestion of equality. The subjugation of women justifies revenge and violence, even if the violence is in response to socially unacceptable abuse. Educator and philosopher Paulo Freire understood that dominators claim the right to define violence, and never see themselves in that role.
They will, however, brand anyone who rises up against them as violent (Freire, 1974 (Freire, , 2013 . Violence is embedded in dominant power. Social transformation is seeded to occur only if the shift does not slip backwards into the powerful clutches of systems of domination. Therefore, social justice narratives need to develop specific language that anticipates cultural backlash. Developing a new narrative becomes, in and of itself, a practice of partnership.
Social justice narratives address the deep longing by the majority of humanity for connection, commitment to the earth, and caring for humanity. Stories that celebrate justice without violence; or generate reverence for the environment; or model parental nurturance, child-centered education, and loving relationships are stories that add power to cultural transformation.
The quest for partnership is stirring as we yearn for a more humane and caring world.
A partnership agenda can realize this aspiration if we integrate the Four Cornerstones -children and families, gender equity, a caring economy, and a transformative narrative -into the framework of every segment of progressive social agendas.
While reflecting on today's social movements, there is a growing awareness that the path toward protecting children is found precisely within the fierce dedication of Black Lives Matter advocates, and throughout the rise and resistance of Women Marchers, and deeply engrained in the insistence of Water Protectors. Within cultures of domination, we are all child survivors of violence. Each of us is a survivor. Once we see the expansive trauma and realize the damage that abuse contributes to our own despair and loss of connections, then perhaps we will be better prepared to contribute, en 
